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Abstract

Research in the classical paradigm has produced ef-
fective representations and algorithms for building
courses of actions that achieve an input goal. For the
most part these systems has~ also assumed an omnipo-
tent and omniscient agent: the agent knows with cer-
tainty the initial state of the world and what changes
its actions will make, and is assured that no exogenous
forces will change the world. These assumptions result
in two features of classical planners: the output is aa
artifact that can be proved (by logical deduction) 
solve the planning problem, and execution-time feed-
back is irrelevant.

While the classical certainty assumptions are justified
in some problem domains and are reasonable approx-
imations in others, an intelligent agent must in some
cases cope with situations in which it has incomplete
information, faulty sensors and effectors, and in which
the world sometimes changes in ways the agent can-
not predict perfectly. Our research is oriented toward
relaxing the classical-planning certainty assumptions
whih keeping the essence of the classical represen-
tations and algorithms: symbolic state and operator
descriptions and problem solving ~- backchaining on
goals and action preconditions.

This paper describes a line of research oriented toward
building planners in the classical style but with prob-
abilistic semantics. The BURIDAN planner uses clas-
sical planning techniques to build straight-fine plans
(without feedback) that probably achieve a goal; the
C-BURIDAN planner extends the representation and
algorithm to handle sensing actions and conditional
plans. The CL-BURIDAN planner adds the concept
of a looping construct. In each case the ability to
plan in uncertain domains is gained without sacrific-
ing the essence of classical state-space operators or
goal-directed backchaining algorithms.

*This paper reports on a number of related rescarch
projects conducted at the University of Washington over
the past three years. The research was conducted by Denise
Draper, Adam Carlson, Steve Hanks, Nick Kushmerick,
and Dan Weld.

Introduction
The BURIDAN planners comprise a family of problem-
solving algorithms descended from the classical plan-
ning paradigm (see Figure 1 for a summary). The
systems start with a problem definition and solu-
tion techniques based on STRIPS and earlier plan-
ners, including an emphasis on symbolic operators and
a backchaining (goal-pursuit) algorithm. They also
adopt SNLP’s algorithmic commitment to searching a
space of plans as opposed to a space of possible world
states.

The work on BURIDAN (Kushmerick, Hanks, & Weld
1995) restates the planning problem in probabilis-
tic terms, which is further extended in C-BURIDAN
(Draper, Hanks, & Weld 1994b; 1994a) to include
information-gathering actions and conditionals. The
CL-BURIDAN system adds looping constructs to the
plan language and also introduces the idea of "plan
blocks" which facilitate generating conditional a~d it-
erative plans and also aid in the process of assessing
plan quality.

In this paper we describe the systems’ semantics,
representation, and algorithm, and describe new con-
cepts involving block-structured plans and iteration.
We end with a discussion of related and current work.

Semantics
The classical planning problem is defined formally in
terms of the following components:

¯ States and expressions: a state is a complete de-
scription of the world (or some part thereof) at 
instant in time. Thc only rcquirement of a state is
that from the statc it must be possible to determine
(with certainty) whether any expre.ssion is true. An
expression is generally represented as a boolean com-
bination of propositions. That is, there is a function

true-in(expression, state) -~ boolean

defined over all states and all expressions.

¯ Actions describe state changes: an action is de-
scribed fully by a function

exec( action, state) --~ state
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Figure 1: Chronology of probabilistic planners

that produces the successor state if action is exe-
cuted in state. This function need not be defined
h~r all action/state pairs: an ax:tion might not be
executable in all states, and in that case the exec
function is undefined. The exec function can easily
be defined for sequences of actions as well:

,~,,¢((),.~) 
exec((A],...,An),s) = elect(A2 ,A,t),exec(At,s))

¯ Input state and goal expression. The former is the
(unique) starting state and the latter is an expression
that must hohi trim when execution conlpletes.

¯ If 1 is the problem’s initial state and G is
the problem’s goal expression., then a solution is
arty sequence, of actions (At ..... A,,) that satisfies
true-:in(G, exec((A ] ..... A.), 

The semantics for P,I.IRiDAN are only slightly differ-
ont. A state still describes the. world completely, but
the agent’s state of information generally takes the
form of a probability distribution ow’r states .~. Inste,’ul
of a single initial input state, BURIDAN takes ~m input
a probability distribution over initial states.

I~t!RII)AN still mmfipulates expressions, anti the func-
tion true-in still determines (with certainty) whether
an expression is true ill a state. But we generally will
need to compute the probability that an expression is
true given a distribution over states. If ¢, is an expres-
sion and s is a state, then

P[,’l-~] = Y~,’~ P[e I.qP[~ = s]

where P[c[s] = 1.0 if true-into, s) = true and 0.0
otherwise.

Actions are defined in terms of a probabilistic map-
ping from a st.ttte to successor states--instead of the
exec glint’lion that sdevts a Ulli(iue successor, w(’ de-
fine actions in terms of conditional prol~abilitics of the
fern, I*[.4[.4.s] the probatfility that executing :1 in
state s will result in a sut:¢:essor state s’. Since gener-
ally tim input state will not be known with certainty.
we ftn’ther &,line the prob~dfility of a sut:c¢,ss.r state

relative to a distribution over input states:

P[s’ I A, .~] = ~ P[s’lA, slP[.~ = s]
8

This definition can likewise be extended and to se-
quences of actions:

P[s’lO,g] = P[g= s’]

P[s"J(AI...An),~] y] P[s’JAt,g]P[.sr’J(A.2 ... .. A,)

Finally we define a solution plan a little differently,
with respect to a success threshold which is an input
parameter. Then we define a solution as follows, given
a distrihution ~ over initial states, a goal expression G
and a probability threshold v,
¯ A solution is any sequence of actions (AI,...,A,)

such that P[GJ (At,...: A,,),g] _> 
Extensions to BURIDAN differ on the definition of a

plan: a BURIDAN plan is simply a sequence of actions,
ill C-BUIIlDAN actions can be executed conditionally
depending on the results of prior sensing actions, and
CI.-BIIRIDAN axlds the notion of a sequence of actions
that can be executed iteratively.

System Descriptions
In the previous section we described tile systems’ se-
mantk:s without regard to how they represented or
proce.ssed information, ttcre we briefly describe the
implementations. We will do so by discussing the
C-RI:I~,iDAN system, which is a superset of BURH)AN.

We will demonstrate C-I~URIDAN’s operation using a
short example adapted from (Draper, Hanks, & Weld
1994b). Our agent processes parts in a factory: and its
goal is to process a part (make proposition PR true).
The correct way to process a part depends on whether
the part is flawed (FL). If tile part is flawed, it should
be discarded. If the part is not flawed (F’C), it should 
shipped, which requires packing materials (PM). Ship-
ping and discarding both make the part unavailable
(AQ), so it is futile to try to both ship and discard it.
There is at 25g: chalice that a given part will be flawed.

A sensor is available to determine whether or not FL
is true, but it is not a perfect sensor. For one thing,
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tlle sensor must be turned on (ON), otherwise it gener-
ates no useful report. If it is on, the sensor generates
a report of YES if it thinks FL is true, and a report
of NO if it thinks FL is false. The correspondence be-
tween FL and the report depends on whether or not the
sensor is clean (CL): if so, the report almost always rep-
resents FL’s state accurately. If not, the sensor often
re|s-reports. There is a 90% chance that CL is true
initially.

Actions

This problem can be represented by the set of actions
shown in Figure 2. Just as in the STRIPS representa-
tion, each is a mapping from preconditions to effects,
but in this representation aa action can have one of
a number of mutually exclusive and exhaustive conse-
quences. Each leaf of the tree for an action represents
one possible consequence: its precondition is the con-
junction of the propositions on the path to the leaf,
and its effects (adds and deletes) is the list of proposi-
tions in the box at the leaf. The numeric parameters
on some arcs (e.g. sense and turn-on) are probabilistic
"noise" terms: turn-on is a noisy effector that makes
ON true 99% of the time; sense is also noisy, but the
probabilities depend on the state of the propositions
ON, CL, and FL. The goal action is a "dummy" action
which stores the planning problenFs goal expression.
It is not executed by the agent.

All the actions except sense are non-sensing actions,
and thus are part of BURIDAN tOO. Recall froin the pre-
vious section that actions are defined in terms of condi-
tional probabilities of the form P[s~IA,.9], but the rep-
resentation specifies this probability in two phases, first
describing the input state s then the changes the action
will make to the state. Changes are described using a
set of propositions: the ship action, for example has a
single change set { PR, ~} indicating that it will make
PR true, make AV false, and leave all other propositions
unchanged. We assume a function update(s, c) --, ~

where s and .9~ are states and e is a set of changes. The
update flmctkm produces the state where all positive
atoms in c are true in .s’, all negative atoms in c are
false in s’, and ~I atoms that do not appear in c have
the same state in s’ as they do in .9.

Thus we can define the ship action as follows:

P[updatv(s, (PR, A---~ 7))i., shil), true-in(l"I---~ ^ AV PM,.~)] .~. ,.()
P[update(s, { } ) I s, ship, t r.e-in(FL ^ AV PM, s) ] = I. t)

Each consequence defines one possible outcome of
dm action, and the tree structure of our representation
ensures that the consequenc’es of every are mutuaUy
exclusive and exhaustive. TILt*. sense ~wtion is descril)ed
I)y nine consequences:

l)[lq)clal.e(n, (ON})I #, se.=~, trim-in{ON A CI. A FI., s)] : 

I)l||])(J;tl,f~(S, {()N })1 ", re,sam,, tru(,-in(t)N FL, s)] -: ( ),il

P[u pdste(,, { } ) I s, sense, t rue-in(ON, s)] = 

The first two consequences of sense do not differ in the
changes they make to the world (they have the same
change set), but in the information they provide about
the world.

Im|iul Goal

Tum.nn Gct-pm Ship Rciu’ct

,~)//~).,)|

~

~. F|.o. g
[]

Figure 2: Sample C-BURIDAN actions

Sensing actions The sense action I)oth makes
changes to the world and provides information about
the world state. Its effect consists of turning itself
off, and the information is conveyed by one of three
messages---YES, NO, or OFF--that it will generate
when it is executed. A message is associated with each
action consequence, and gives the agent information
about which consequence actw&lly occurred at execu-
tion time. If the agent executes sense and receives the
message OFF, for example, it knows that the rightmost
consequence ot:curred and as a result knows (for sure)
that ON was false at the time sense was executed. The
case with messages YES and NO is less clear, however,
because four consequences (:ouhl have generated either
one. Supl)ose theft the agent is t:ert~fin that ON and CL
were both true when it executed sense, and it receives
a message of YES. In that case it is fairly cr.rtain that
FI_ is true, since only with probability .03 wouht the
sensor report YES if FL were false. So sense provides
w~ry good information about FL if it is executed when
ON and CL are both true, less good information if ON
is true but CL is false, and no information about FL is
ON is fitlse. See (Draper, Hanks, & Wrld 1994a) for 
l)recise account of the semantics of sensing actions.

The posterior l)robat)ility of FL given a message 
YES is computed using B;kyes rule. Sul)pose the prior
pr,)l)ahility for FL is P[FLiCL] = P[FL] = f and CL is
certainly true. Then
I’[1’I, i YEs] = ]’[],’l, i Y I,:S, CI,]
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I’[YV:SI FI. CL]P~PLI C’LI

I’[YES I FL, CLIP[FL l CI,I * I, [Y I.;.~ I I.’L, t :I.IPIF I. I tJl,I
(AJv)f

=
{.99)f + .o3( t - 

Notice that P[ YES[ FL, CL] and P [ YESI KC, CI_] can be
read directly from the action representation. For tim
exanlple’s prior of 0.25, for example, the posterior on
FL is .92, so sense is a good sensor of FL provided that
ON and CL are both true. If CL is false the posterior
is only 0.47, and if ON is false the posterior is 0.25 the
same as the prior, so senseing with a sensor that is ()if
provides no infi)rmation about FL.
It is worth summarizing the be, uic features of (mr state
and action representation:

¯ Although the system is dest:ribed semantically in
terms of states, the system rather manipulates sym-
bolic descril)tions of sets of states (expressions) 
changes to states (changes sets).

¯ Incomplete information is captured its a probability
distribution over world states. Thus there is no dif-
ference between "uncertainty"’ and "inconq)lete in-

forln~ttion."’

¯ Actions are probabilistic mappings from states to
states (though once again the transition matrix is
not stored explicitly).

¯ An ~tction can change tit(: ~tgent’s state of informa-
tion in two ways, through the changes it makes to
the world, and through the "messages" or "observa-
tions" it generates at execution time.

¯ The observations provide information about the
execution-time world only indirectly: the agent rea-
sons backward to determine what world state(s)
could have generated that observation, and updates
its state of belief accordingly using Bayes rule.

¯ There is no restriction on the outcomes an actkm can
have; in iiarticular actions arc not for(’ed to be either
"sensors" or "effectors" mul causal and information
effects ran be freely mixed within an action.

¯ Both causal and observational effects of an action
(’iLll be arbitrarily state depend(rot and noisy.

Conditional Plans

Figure 3 shows a conditional pbm built from these
steps: it consists of turning on the sensor then sens°
ing, then if the sensor reports YES, executing reject,
or if the sc.nsor reports NO, then executing ship. The
get-pro step will I)e executed unconditionally, any time
before ship. Steps are executed conditionally on the
basis of sensor rcpt)rts, which correspond to a partic-
ular state of belief in the state of the action’s precon-
ditions: reject will lie executed if a report of YES is
received because P[FLI YES] is high.

Tim arcs in the diagram correspond to the three dif-
ferent kinds of links generated during the planning pro-
cess. These links record dt~pendency information about
the steps in the plan.

The first is a causal link, for example the one con-
netting connecting the single consequence of get-pro
that makes PM trim to the precondition of ship requir-
ing it to be true. These links record a probabilistic de-
pendency in the plan: PM is probably true (in this e,’me
certainly true) when ship is executed because get-pro
makes it so. AV is true when reject is executed because
it was initially true and nobody changed it. These
links are ide.ntical to causM links in deterministic plan-
ners, except that rnultiple links (:an point to the same
precondition (e.g. to PR).

The second link type, shown as dotted line.s, repre-
sent threats, just as in deterministic planners. Notice
that links from the initial state to ship and to reject
both require that AV tie true, but both ship anti reject
Inake AV false, thus threatening the links asserting AV.

The final links are the wide conditioning links from
sense to ship and from sense to reject. These links in-
dicate that ship should tie executed only when sense
generates a rnessage of NO, and that reject should lie
executed only when sense generates a message of YES.
Since any execution will generate only tint; of these mes-
sages, the threat between ship and reject is effectively
resolve.d by the conditioning link: reject will be exe-
cutatl only if the NO message is received, but in that
case ship will not be executed, and therefore its links
are unimportm~t.

We will not present the C-BIIR[I)AN algorithm in tie-
tail, noting only that its plan construction algorithm is
quite similar to other plan-spax:e causal-link Iflanners.
The planner begins with the initial plan consisting of
just the initial and goal steps and a list of active sub-
goals initiMized to the propositions in the goal expres-
sion (the preconditions of goal’s single consequence).
The planner titan enters an assess/refine loop. The
planner assesses the current phm’s probability of suc-
cess, and if it is below the input threshohl r, the plan
is nondeterministically refined. P~,fin(:ments (’onsist 
linking from an existing step or creating a new step
to increase the iirobability of some active subgoal, or
resolving a threat by adding ordering constraints or
using conditioning. C, onditioning is achieved by par-
titioning the messages of a sensing action and using
conditioning links to insure that the threatening step
and the threatened stt;p are, not both executed.

Plan Blocks, Conditionals, and Loops

In the remainder of the paper we will briefly describe
two pieces of ongoing and related work. The first in-
troduces the idea of hierarchicMly nested "blocks’: into
the plait representati(m. Roughly speaking, the plan is
i)artitioned into blocks (each a partially ordered se-
quence of actions), each of which serves a particular
purpost~ in th[, plan, and which are mainly causally in-
del)e.ndent (in a sense we will describe below). Doing
so improves ilerformanct; in a mmfl)er of ways. First it
aids in the assessment process. Currt:ntly. each cycle
of the planner generates a new refinement to a par-
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Figure 3: A conditional plan

tial plan, and its success probability must be computed
from scratch. Intuitively most of this computational ef-
fort is unnecessary, since each new refinement changes
only one small part of the plan--we should be able to
cache assessment information and reuse that informa-
tion for those parts of the plan that do not cha~ige.
The fact that blocks record the causal structure of tile
plan means that assessment information for each block
can be cached there, mid the cache is invalidated only
if the block itself is refined. Plan blocks also provide a
natural implementation for conditionals and loops, as
we will see below.

Loops, unlike blocks, actually enhance the expressive
power of the plan language. Iteration is necessary for
completeness--one can easily construct problems for
which there is a solution plan that C-BURIDAN cannot
generate, because there can be no s priori bound on the
number of steps in the plan. Our iteration construct
allows CL-BURIDAN to generate plans like "continue to
pound the nail until at least two of your sensors tell you
it is flush with the surface." This plan has bounded
length (as measured by the number of steps in the plan
itself), but we can provide no bound on the number
of iterations that will actually occur when the plan is
actually executed.

Plan blocks

We begin the discussion of plan blocks with an illus-
tration: Figure 4 shows the plan from Figure 3 orga-
nized into a nested structure of blocks: the plan itself
is a block B1 containing various "causally local" sub-
blocks: B5 and B8 produce PR, and B2 provides infor-
mation about FL. Each of these blocks can also contain

sub-blocks: in B2 there is a block B3 to make ON true,
then a block B4 that actually does the sensing.

A [)lock contains either a single step (e.g. B3), or 
partially ordered set of blocks (e.g. B1 or B2). In ei-
ther case a block represents a mapping from an entnj
condition (a boolean combination of propositions) to
a.n e.xit condition (a list of propositions that acts as an
effects list). The entry condition is shown at the left
of the block, the exit condition is shown at the right.
The block represents a commitment to leave the world
in a state in which its exit condition is true, provided
it is executed in a state in which its entry condition is
true. Of course since sensors and effectors axe not al-
ways perfect, the relationship between a block’s entry
condition and exit condition will generally be proba-
bilistic: we will be computing the e~cacy of the block,
which can be expressed as P[exit(B)ientry(B)]. The
plan’s success will be assessed as

P[exit(B1) I entry(B1)] P[entry(B1)]

where P[entry(B1)] can be computed directly by exam-
ining the probability distribution over initial states.

The "cansal locality" enforced by this structure
stems from restrictions placed on links: links from any
step outside a block to any step inside a block must
come through the block’s entry condition. For exam-
ple, if ON needs to be true for the sense action in B4,
then the link must either come from another step in B2
or from B2’s entry condition. One consequence of this
structure is that the interleaving of steps in the plan
is restricted: although steps or sub-blocks within any
block can be unordered with respect to each other, and
although any two blocks in the same immediate con-
taining block can be unordered with respect to each
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Figure 4: A block-structured plan

other, all the steps in a single block must bc executed
either before or after all the steps in every other dis-
joint block.

The details of proctucing block-structured plans do
not differ significantly from the C-BURIDAN plan refine-
ment operators. We defer the details to a longer paper,
pointing out here only that

¯ Initializing the planner consists of building a single
block with tile goal as the exit condition and no entry
conditions wc initially hope to build a plan that
will work regardless of the initial world state

¯ Causal links can additionally connect a proposition
in a block’s exit condition to an existing subgoal.
Links cannot cross block boundaries, however.

¯ An additional refinement operation involves moving
a subgoal to the entry condition of the containing
block. This is a generalization of the SNLP refine-
ment that assumes that a subgoal will be true ini-
tially.

¯ Blocks can threaten each other, and the threats can
be resolved by ordering or by conditioning (assigning
disjoint cxccution contexts). Threats between blocks
cannot be resolved by confrontation, however.

Blocks, Assessment, and Caching

We have found two colnputational benefits of imposing
this additional structure on plans: ease in caching as-

sessment results and ease in implementing and building
plans with conditionals and loops.

Plan assessment Computation directed toward de-
termining the probability that the plan will succeed
can be performed in a "divide and conquer" manner,
with the probability for each block computed in terms
only of the blocks it contains. More important, as-
sessment information about the block can be cached,
and remains valid unless the structure of that block
changes. Put another way, assessment is process of
computing the probability that block B will ax’hieve its
exit condition,

P[B] = P[exit(B) lentry(B)]P[entry(B)]

where P[exit(B1) I entry(B1)] depends only on the struc-
ture of B itself and does not change as other parts of
the plan are refined. The value of P[exit(B1) lentry(B1)]
can therefore be stored with B1 itself, and assessment
is just a matter of combining the assessment values of
blocks at the same level of nesting. The cache for a
bloc:k is invalidated only when the structure of that
block is rcfinect, so only a very small part of the plan’s
assessment probability need be computed at each re-
finement cycle. This addresses a serious computational
problem with BuIrtIDAN and C-BURIDAN in that the ex-
pensive assessment computation had to bc performed
anew ew, ry time any part of the phm was changed.
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Conditionals and Loops

Both conditionals and loops are constructed by re-
stricting certain steps--those in the loop body or those
in one branch of the conditional--to a particular exe-
cution context. In the C-BURIDAN algorithm a step is
added to the plan with an unrestricted context, then its
context is restricted if and when a threat is detected.
This process can be quite time consuming if there are
many steps in the branch or in the loop: each time a
step is added the threat must be detected, all options
to resolve it must be considered, and finally it is put in
the correct context. CL-BURIDAN instead assigns each
block a context, which is inherited by all the steps it
contains. In this scheme the decision to create a condi-
tional or loop construct is made once only, then steps
are inserted into the construct’s body without having
to go through the algorithm’s threat-resolution proce-
dure each time.

Since iterative constructs are not present in
C-BURIDAN, we will describe them in more detail. We
should be clear at the outset what we mean by a loop,
because the term has different interpretations. What
we don’t mean is iterating over a collection of objects
(e.g. turn off every light in the house). CL-BURIDAN
is a propositional planner, thus has no easy way of
reasoning about collections in the first place. We im-
plement D0-WHILE or D0-UNTIL loops, which take the
form "repeat ,~ until it is believed that P is true" where
3 is some sequence of actions. It is important to note
that loop termination is based on a state of belie/rather
than the actual truth value of P. Ultimately the agent
can act only on its states of belief, and its state of
belief in any proposition P must be computed from
the execution-time messages it has received. A bet-
ter characterization of a loop would then be "repeat
3 until you receive messages M1, M2, ..., M, from
your sensors," where receiving those messages induces
a state of belief in which P is sufficiently likely to be
true.

Loops are desirable for formal as well as compu-
tational reasons. Without loops, C-BURIDAN is for-
really incomplete: there are planning problems it can-
not solve because there is no a priori bound on the
number of steps in a solution plan. Consider the fol-
lowing simple example: there is a machine that (with
probability 1) makes a part, but only if the machine
is turned ON. The action which turns the machine ON
sometimes fails, but a sensing action is available which
perfectly reports on whether or not the machine is ON.
The planner’s task is to make a part.

Given any probability threshold ~- < 1.0, C-BURIDAN
can construct a solution plan by inserting some fixed
and bounded number of turn-on actions. But if T = 1.0,
there is no solution plan of fixed and bounded length,
even if a perfect sensor is available. On the other
hand, the looping plan "repeatedly execute turn-on
then sense-on, terminating when the sensor reports on,
then use the machine to make the part" works with

probability 1: when the loop terminates the machine
is certainly ON, therefore the machine will certainly
work. We cannot predict ahead of times how many it-
erations will actually be required to complete the task,
however.

The fact that C-BURIDAN cannot represent iterated
action sequences is also unfortunate computationally
because it can lead to plans with many steps: if the
turn-on operator is unreliable, it may have to be at-
tempted many times, and each instance must explicitly
be in the plan. Since the time required for both plan
refinement and assessment grows with the number of
steps in the plan, performance degrades.

Our method for structuring plans into nested blocks
provides a natural representation for representing loop-
ing constructs as well. A loop is represented as a single
block that is marked as "iterated," and in addition we
specify a "termination criterion" that determines what
messages from sensing actions in the block should cause
an exit from the loop block. The meaning of the block’s
entry and exit conditions remain the same: the former
is what the loop requires before execution starts, and
the latter is the world state guaranteed by the loop
when it terminates. Figure 5 shows how the loop in
the example above would be represented. The fact
that it is a loop is transparent to the rest of the plan--
it participates in the plan’s causal link structure just
like any other plan block.

Iterate 1.00

0.25

oN f i.oo oN
\k..J __[

I ONVON I Sense °n [ NoVON~

Figure 5: An iterative block. Each component block is
annotated with its success probability.

The process of plan refinement does not change sig-
nificantly with the addition of loop blocks: when sup-
porting an active subgoal G the planner has the addi-
tional option of adding a looping block to the plan that
has G as its exit condition, and threats are resolved in
exactly the same way whether or not the threated or
threatening block is a loop.

The assessment problem for looping blocks is more
complicated, however. The main technical problem is
determining what sequence of messages from the sens-
ing actions in the loop will guarantee that the loop’s
exit condition is true with a particular probability.
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The answer to this question will depend on the char-
acteristics of the sensor of course. In certain cases like
the example, a single message suffices: a single report
of YES from the perfect sensor guarantees that the exit
condition ON is true with probability 1. In the case of
a sensor with state-independent noise, the termination
condition is based on the ratio of positive messages to
negative messages. The general problem--particularly
situations in which the behavior of the sensor changes
while the loop is being executed--is more complicated.
At worst we have to reason about the entire history of
messages generated by all sensing actions during ex-
ecution of the loop. We are currently developing a
taxonomy of sensor types and the corresponding ter-
mination criteria they irnply.

Summary and Future Work

Our work on the BURIDAN planners has provided a
decision-theoretic semantics to the planning process
while maintaining the "classical" commitments to a
goal-oriented problem solver, a representation b~ed
on symbolic state and operators, and a backchain-
lug solution algorithm. Our goal is to extend signif-
icantly the range of problems to which classical plan-
ners can be applied, while at the same time exploiting
the field’s progress in terms of effective representations,
algorithms, and control strategies.

Our immediate goals for the BURII)AN planners in-
chide exploring seaxeh-control issues, comparing our
approach with other approaches to stochastic opti-
mization, and developing a theory of planning and exe-
cution that includes both probabilistic inference in the
planning process and execution-time reaction strate-
gies.

Search control is a major problem for the BURIDAN
planners, since the number of possible choices faced
by the planner is staggering--much worse even than
the mlmber of choices faced by a deterministic plan-
ner (see (Kushmerick, Hanks, & Weld 1995) for some
discussion). In fact tile probabilistic planning prob-
lem is undecidable in the worst case--even when the
state space is finite--so it is harder than deterministic
planning both in theory and in practice.

Our current work on blocks represents a strong com-
mitment to a particular form of search control in that
tile planner commits to subgoal decompositions (by de-
ciding which sul)goals should be assigned to separate
blocks) very early in the planning process. It is our be-
lief that seaxch-control policies in tile form of decompo-
sition decisions can be naturally specified by a human
user or generated automatically from a domain descrip-
tion, and that making a good decomposition decision
will have a very significant effect on the algorithm’s
performance. We are currently working on an adapta-
tion of the operator graph framework (Smith & Peot
1993) for deriving decomposition policies directly from
a domain description.

The connection between tile plans that CL-BURIDAN
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generates and tile policies generated by related stochas-
tic decision-making algorithms is intriguing. The prob-
lem solved by SUmDAN-like planners is very similar
to the problem solved by Partially Observable Maxkov
Decision Process algorithms (Cassandra, Kaebling, 
Littman 1994), and with the incorporation of loops and
conditionals, CL-BURIDAN plans and POMDP policies
axe also quite similar. A recent paper (Boutilier, Dean,
& Hanks 1995) explores the similarities and differences
between the two approaches to problem solving, and wc
will continue to try to synthesize representational and
algorithmic techniques from the two fields.

Integrating planning and execution is also a priority:
while an agent should be able to reason about and plan
for uncertain world states aheaxt of time, some provi-
sion is also needed for putting off those decisions until
execution time, which also implies the need to monitor
the process of the plan and react appropriately when
it looks like it is likely to fail. We are working on an
approach to planning, monitoring, and executing that
combines our probabilistic planner with a monitoring
scheme based on the action net framework (Darwiche
& Goldszmidt 1994) and the RAP (Firby 1987) execu-
tion system.
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